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Good morning everyone! The wood industry is probably not one that you think about with job opportunities, however we are a thriving industry with challenging and creative jobs available.



SEGMENTS OF THE INDUSTRY
Primary -- Sawmill and forestry operations, 

extracting and milling of logs

Suppliers -- Companies that make the machinery 
and supplies used in wood products manufacturing such as 
CNC routers, saws, edgebanders, wood panels, flooring, 
veneers, hardware, soft goods such as upholstery and 
bedding materials

Secondary -- Wood products manufacturing such 
as cabinets,  millwork,  furniture and other wood 
products
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There are three major segments – briefly describe each…



 Sampling of job titles: 
Product designer 
Software engineer
Mechanical operator
Technician 

“IT’S NOT A MATTER OF IF I WILL 
HIRE THEM BUT HOW SOON 

CAN I GET THEM?” 

ALL SECTORS NEED SKILLED 
WORKERS

Plant manager 
Finisher  
Quality manager
Shipping/handling

Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) machinists, technicians, operators --Estimated 
100,000 unfilled CNC jobs for mfg. in general; in 10 years, it will be 600,000
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All of these segments are desperately in need of workers in all Areas ranging from sales and marketing, to operations and installation. There is a specific shortage for workers related to CNC machinery – those who can help manufacture the machinery, technicians to install and repair them, and the operators to run them. As a recent wood manufacturer said about workers: “It’s not a matter of if I will hire them, but how soon can I get them.”



 Jobs at every skill and education level

 Modernized and high-tech

 Transferrable skills

 Light, bright, ergonomic plants

 Competitive salaries

 Advancement opportunities

THE REALITY OF TODAY’S 
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES 

Pictured here:
Blum Inc
Stanley, NC
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Manufacturing today is not what it used to be. Facilities are attractive, jobs are challenging and rewarding, and salaries are competitive. These are some pictures from Blum, a major cabinet hardware manufacturer in North Carolina. They have a state-of-the-art facility with a recognized apprenticeship program, rigorous in-house training and a highly-skilled workforce. 



1. Hi-tech equipment
2. Problem-solving
3. Flexibility
4. LEAN solutions

MODERN WOOD MANUFACTURING 
INVOLVES… 

Credit: P Molzahn/Madison College
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Modern wood manufacturing involves LEAN production flows with automated machinery. This requires workers to think on their feet and encounter challenges with creative solutions. Rooting out waste – the core of LEAN principles - is both creative and liberating and empowers workers to make improvements daily. 



1. More automation
2. Faster production 

runs
3. Increased 

specialization

FUTURE TRENDS –TODAY!

Credit: P Molzahn/Madison College
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Contrary to popular belief, adoption of advanced technology and automation does NOT displace workers! What happens instead is that more jobs are created because of the machinery’s ability to quickly produce parts, and often times the jobs of today are more challenging, rewarding, and come with more competitive wages. It also expands the options, allowing products and processes that used to be a fantasy or simply inefficient using old-school “manual” tasks to be a reality today. These pictures are all examples of robotics and advanced machinery being used in different aspects of the wood industry. From top: At a casket manufacturer, a custom saw and router handles a variety of specialized operations. A barcode system allows the machine to change on the fly to whatever special dimensions are required.At Georgia Pacific, three robots operating under the guidance of specially-trained technicians scan wood veneer for imperfections and if a defect is found, the robots repair it.North American Plywood uses a highly-automated high-speed printer paired with robotic materials handling for loading materials.At C.R. Onsrud, an operator programs a laser machine to produce tooling for CNC machinery.



1. Follow standard safety procedures
2. Produce high-quality products efficiently
3. Visualize and complete projects that meet expectations

4. Interpret technical drawings
5. Communicate clearly and effectively

6. Work both collaboratively and independently
7. Engage in lifelong learning

SKILLS & TRAITS NEEDED
FOR WOOD INDUSTRY CAREERS

Credit: P Molzahn/Madison College
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What does it take to be successful in the wood industry? This list of skill sets comes directly from Madison College’s advisory committee, but it essentially represents what all employers I have encountered are asking for. The wood industry needs workers with good soft skills. Most employers tell me “I can train them on the technical stuff, but I need them to be ready to join the workforce!”



1. Post-secondary 
opportunities in the U.S. 
& Canada

2. Continuing education: 
a. Trade shows

b. Regional events & seminars

c. Training through machine 
manufacturers

HOW DOES ONE BECOME A 
PROFESSIONAL WOODWORKER?

Credit: P Molzahn/Madison College
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Woodworking for most is a lifelong passion and pursuit. There are several great post secondary woodworking programs throughout the country that are well-supported by industry: including The Mill in Colorado; Cerritos College here in Southern California; Pittsburg State in Kansas, the Wood Technology Center of Excellence at Northcentral Technical College, and Madison College in Wisconsin. If there are no post-secondary technical programs in your area, students can explore online programs and industry trade shows which typically have extensive seminar programs. There are also some companies that offer professional development and training to all in the industry.



Occupation Hourly Rate
Cabinetmaker $13-40

Computer Controlled Machine Operator $16-17

Designer $13-40

Drafter $20

Estimator $13-40

Finisher $15

Shop Foreman $18-40

Inspector $18-20

Installation, Maintenance and Repair $23-25

Project Manager $28

Sales, Mfg. Technical Products $36-40

Supervisor of Production and Workers $22-28

SAMPLE SALARY SURVEY

Sources: Occupational Employment Statistics
AWI Cost of Doing Business Report

Cabinet Makers Association member business survey
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This is an estimated guide to salaries which will fluctuate depending on the position, number of years and breadth of experience, and geographic location. Entry level for our industry is in the $15-18 range; within 5 years of experience, it’s common for employees to make $30 or more per hour. Technical management positions are frequently around $80-90k/year, and experienced CNC technicians who are willing to travel regularly make six figure incomes.



CAREER PROFILE 
STUDENT SUCCESS STORY:

JORDAN,
MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE (WI)

Credit: P Molzahn/Madison College
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Here is a student success story: In 2013, Jordan (on the right), graduated from Madison College. After graduation, he worked for a local company for about a year and a half, initially running their CNC machine, then he was promoted to programming; he learned specialized industry software while there, but a long distance relationship drew him to Oregon where at age 23, he was hired as a project manager at a architectural woodwork manufacturer and is making more money than most college graduates make upon graduation!



Customer relationship management, focusing on various 
woodworking machinery.

Educational background: Electrical certificate at community 
college, company training 

CAREER PROFILE: 
MACHINERY SALES SPECIALIST

HEATHER,
STILES MACHINERY, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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Here is another profile of someone in the industry. Heather’s company, Stiles Machinery, is one of the largest woodworking machinery companies in the U.S. They import, sell and service various panel processing equipment and they are a leader in industry education.  Heather is based in Southern California but she travels to various locations to support her clients with implementation and service. Heather started out as a temp receptionist, was promoted to Field Service Representative, received more training and company mentorship to become a District Team Lead, and is currently a Sales Specialist focused on advanced “connected” machinery.



 Wood Manufacturing Skill Standards: WoodworkCareer.org

 MFG Day: MFGDay.com

 SkillsUSA: SkillsUSA.org or booth #134

 Database of schools: WoodIndustryEd.org

 Career videos and info: CueCareer.com

 Career listings:
 WoodworkingNetwork.com

 WMIA.org

 Post Secondary Schools:
 Pittsburg State (KS) – Arch. Mfg. Mgmt & Tech

 The MiLL (CO) – National Training Center

 Madison College (WI) – Cabinet & Millwork

RESOURCES

CONTACT:
BOOTH #132

ADRIA SALVATORE, AWFS, 
ADRIA@AWFS.ORG, 323.215.0311
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This is just the “tip of the iceberg”, there are so many opportunities and career paths available! This QR code leads to a page on our website dedicated to resources related to this presentation, as well as the PPT file itself. I have also listed some other important resources that you can share with students who are interested in this career path. Please don’t hesitate to contact me, and visit me at our booth, #132.

http://www.woodworkcareer.org/
http://www.mfgday.com/
http://www.skillsusa.org/
http://www.woodindustryed.org/
http://www.cuecareer.com/
http://www.woodworkingnetwork.com/
http://www.wmia.org/
https://twl.pittstate.edu/architectural-manufacturing-management-technology.html
http://www.themillco.org/
https://madisoncollege.edu/program/cabinetmaking-millwork
https://twl.pittstate.edu/architectural-manufacturing-management-technology.html
mailto:adria@awfs.org


MEET THE NEW FACE OF MANUFACTURING 
PROFILE: THOMAS, MACHINERY SALES

Watch this 3 minute video about Thomas, a young professional in 
woodworking machinery sales:

https://youtu.be/T4CwcDsxvV0
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I would like to end with a video we produced as part of a series called “Meet the New Face of Manufacturing”, featuring Thomas, a young man in machinery sales. He is now a Regional Sales Manager at a domestic CNC machinery manufacturer. Thank you for your time!

https://youtu.be/T4CwcDsxvV0
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